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Welcome to Soft Soothing Sounds
A combination of beautiful original music 

and the sights and sounds of nature 



To create a virtual peaceful oasis through 
the medium of audio & video.

Our Mission



Perfect Combination
Music and the sounds of nature play a 
significant role in our lives and can reduce 
stress, influence greater concentration and 
improve mental and physical wellness.



So Different
What makes Soft Soothing Sounds unique is 
ALL the music & video footage was written & 
shot by Soft Soothing Sounds creator, 
composer & videographer, Craig Colley, as he 
traveled to the places you see in the videos.



Positive Distraction
Through this audio/video medium, Soft Soothing 
Sounds provides the 'Power of Positive Distraction' 
creating a peaceful oasis to help you escape from 
the stresses of daily life.



Our Why
To virtually connect with millions of people all over the world 

by providing easy access to beautiful music + nature.



Our Goal
To reach as many homes & businesses on 
this planet with simple to use audio and 
video products/services. Our vision is to 
provide an affordable, dependable and 
ever evolving stream of soft soothing 
music, ambient sounds, images, 
merchandise and videos of stunning and 
rarely seen places around the globe and 
into the heavens above.



Meet the creator of 
Soft Soothing Sounds
My name is Craig Colley and I have composed 
the music and shot all the incredible landscapes 
you see in the videos. 

I often combine my music with sounds of 
nature and images from around the world. 

As a cancer survivor, health advocate and living 
with Tinnitus, I have personally discovered the 
rejuvenating power of music + nature. 

As a result of that experience I created Soft 
Soothing Sounds. I sincerely hope it will help 
improve the quality of your life and provide a 
reliable pathway when seeking peace of mind. 



The variety of original 
music and spatial 

ambient soundscapes

One of a kind 
On-Demand 

streaming audio & 
video service

Portable media 
players & merch
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Written and produced by American Composer 
Craig Colley

Our Music01



— Tammy C.

“Your music is beautifully designed and 
expressed in a way that is captivating, within 
each note. With an open invitation for nature to 
join along. Revealing God's natural beauty and 
adding music is a powerful force. It can bring 
different people together from different music 
genres.”

Testimonials



Album Library



—Radio Trains

“Listening to the music, I just discovered this 
incredible site and this is what I've been 
looking for. Stunning visuals and a great mix of 
natural and musical backgrounds to suit the 
relaxation you're seeking. Finally one stop 
shopping for reflection.”

Testimonials



About the Music

Craig Colley in Studio

Listeners report that it is 
possible to have 
consistently productive, 
upbeat, and grounded days 
with less stress, anxiety 
and pain while viewing and 
listening to the dynamic 
and beautiful intonations. 

The majority of the recordings 
are 100% improv and written 
and captured as they 
happened. 

Our album library of over 25 
hours of original music and 
ambient soundscapes are 
available to access on all our 
platforms.



ON DEMAND
Commercial-Free Video Streaming Channel02



—Heather K.

“Thank you so much!❤ 🎉 😊 So calming, and 
uplifting! 🤗 You bring the beautiful places to 
us when we can't get there in person! 🥰”

Testimonials



Video Library



100’s of Hours of Content
Unlimited access to a vast library of Beautiful Music / Nature 
Films shot in HD & 4K and Black Screen Videos.



Watch from anywhere
No television provider needed and you can watch commercial-free from any 

of your devices. Your favorite videos, available wherever you want.



—Vixxen

“Helps me sleep every night. 

I have seizures less frequently thank you so 
much 😢”

Testimonials



Products / Merch
Online store for personal 
and business.
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Soft Soothing SoundBox

Portable Audio Player | No Cell, Bluetooth or Wifi Required | Battery Operated
0ver 150 Hours of Continuous, Commercial-Free Soothing Music / Nature Sounds



—DR. Ruth M.

“My patients are greeted by the tranquil music 
from Soft Soothing Sounds in my waiting room. 

Many of our patients have commented on the 
relaxing effect the sound box has on them.”

Testimonials



Endless Possibilities



—Pam G.

““Finally a simple to use tech product that 
actually works without disruptions, ads, drop 
outs, loss of connectivity and the need for 
frequent updates. 

This ends all of that everyday frustration.” 

Testimonials



Merch

Shop Our Brand
Art, Apparel, Accessories, Hoodies, T-Shirts, Hats, Totes, Backpacks, Mugs, Cups, Coolers, Puzzles, 

Digital Images and many more...



Thank You for Your Consideration

CONTACT

SOFT SOOTHING SOUNDS
Craig Colley

softsoothingsounds.com
(949) 216-8459

info@softsoothingsounds.com

EPK (Electronic Press Kit)
Please request if link does not connect

softsoothingsounds.com/audioplayer

softsoothingsounds.vhx.tv

softsoothingsounds.com/shop

mailto:info@softsoothingsounds.com
https://softsoothingsounds.vhx.tv/browse

